Life course research on health and disease has reached a new stage in exploring the social-to-biological transition. Large longitudinal datasets containing sociodemographic and socioeconomic characteristics, self-reported health assessments, psychological and biological data are coming into maturation and being made available to researchers. Some examples are the Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE), the UK Household longitudinal study (Understanding Society), The Longitudinal Aging Study Amsterdam (LASA), and linked registry data sets (particularly in Scandinavia). Consequently, questions around how environmental factors (in the broadest sense including social, psychosocial, behavioural, physical, etc.) lead to biological alterations over time can now be investigated on a wider scale, and in a variety of contexts and disciplines. Such work might also lead to a better understanding of the social structure of such social-to-biological mechanisms across the life course.
The field of life course research is interdisciplinary by construction, stemming from different traditions. Since the 1990s, life course research on health topics developed in parallel within the fields of demography, such as in Wunch et al.'s (1996) work on unfavourable life course states and mortality; in epidemiology, where the importance of childhood circumstances for future health was highlighted by Mann et al. (1992) ; and in sociology via pivotal research on intergenerational social mobility and transmission Goldthorpe 1992, 2002 ). An interdisciplinary field of life course research has emerged from collaborations between these disciplines and others (Richter and Blane 2013) .
Given these strong traditions, life course research is well placed to establish both social and biological plausibility in hypothesis testing (Mayer 2009 ). While the literature has now established the associations between measures of the socioeconomic environment and subsequent morbidity and mortality, the specific pathways along which these associations are likely to operate need to be disentangled. A growing body of research hypotheses on the specific pathways that may operate between different environmental factors and biological embodiment can be identified and tested, informing deductive methods and the rejection of hypotheses or formulation of new ones .
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These lines of investigation are moving aetiological research into health and disease forward, but also offer the possibility of exploring new definitions of health combining different types of health measures: questionnaire tools, self-reported health measures, registry data, biometric health measures and biomarkers. The increased potential of combining versatile measures requires stronger interdisciplinary collaborations bringing together research findings from social and biomedical sciences. Among the available data, epigenetic information allows us to explore mechanisms of environment-driven gene expression; however, many other biological indicators are now available allowing for a biological systems approach (Barabasi et al. 2011) in understanding how populations interact with their environments.
Studying the social-to-biological transition offers opportunities in the field of public health to identify and act upon modifiable factors within our environments that may improve health for populations. To do so involves pursuing interdisciplinary research taking whole systems, both social and biological, into account. To this end, the authors have initiated an Interdisciplinary Health Research working group within the Society for Longitudinal and Life Course Studies. The aim of the group is to structure and facilitate health-related research across disciplinary boundaries and promote open access datasets.
